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Announcements & Key Concepts (re Today)

Ø Imaginary #s revisited

Some relevant underlying concepts of the day…

Ø Resonance (and the wide variety of such)

à Online HW #9: Posted and due

à Lectures end a week from today!

Ø Speech as an example



Ex.

Shaskol’Skaya & El’Tsin (1963)



Shaskol’Skaya & El’Tsin (1963)

Ex. (SOL)

à Turns out this is kinda a hard problem...



Shaskol’Skaya & El’Tsin (1963)

Ex. (SOL)



Ex.

Knight



Ex. (SOL)

Knight



Euler’s Formula

Þ Complex solution contain both magnitude and phase information

Û

Cartesian Form Polar Form

Trigonometry Review: Complex #s



Sinusoidal driving force at
frequency w

Assumption: Ignore onset behavior and that system oscillates at frequency w

Assumed form of solution

(magnitude)

(phase)

Harmonic oscillator: Driven case (w/ damping)



Þ Second-order oscillator 
behaves as a “band-pass filter”

Harmonic oscillator: Driven case (w/ damping)

Resonance



Resonance - Examples

http://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/159728/forced-oscillations-resonance

Slightly different type of “resonance”...

“Tonotopy” of the inner ear

MRI



Wikipedia



Wikipedia





www.orthopaedics.com

Ø What are the basic ingredients for NMR/MRI?

§ static field

§ particles (e.g., protons as 
spinning tops)

§ coil to perturb particles from 
static field and measure 
resulting dynamics (via �pulse 
sequences� of RF photons*)

§ Fourier transforms

* RF – Radio Frequency

Aside: MRI/NMR Overview



Interdisciplinary Connection: Physics & Biology

Coming back to “things that oscillate”.....



Interdisciplinary Connection: Physics & Biology



Speech (“acoustic phonetics”)

Stevens (2000)



Speech

Stevens (2000)

Reminder: We can describe HO 
in terms of ‘spectral’ response

Simple two-mass model 
for the vocal folds

Snapshots of vibrating 
vocal folds

à Vocal folds behaves like a 
harmonic oscillator (HO)!



Stevens (2000)

à Males have lower ‘fundamental’ (due to more massive vocal folds)

à Vibrating vocal folds give off ‘buzzy’ sound due to harmonics

Key idea:
Spectrum
à x-axis is 
frequency [Hz]

Speech



Stevens (2000)

à Complex acoustic process is boiled down to a relatively 
simple/tractable framework of ‘sources’ and tubes!

Vibration source 
(vocal folds)

Pressure source 
(lungs)

Output
(mouth)

Filter
(vocal tract)

Speech



Stevens (2000)

à But what does it mean 
for everything to be a 
function of frequency?

§ Vibrating vocal folds 
make ‘broadband’ 
sound

§ Vocal tract shapes 
that sound

§ Resulting ‘shape’ 
emphasizes features 
which we then pick 
up with our ear (e.g., 
formants of vowels)

Source 
(vocal folds)

Filter I
(vocal tract)

Filter II
(radiation)

Speech signal

Vowel Consonant (‘sss’)

Speech



EXspectrogram.m

EA I O U



Stevens (2000)



EXspectrogram.m
“Physics 2030   Computational methods for physicists and engineers”



à The ear’s main job to to do this 
sort of spectral decomposition!



Waves....



Light

Ø The notion of “light” is such an integral part of our daily lives....

WebVision (Utah)

Palmer (1999)

Altai Mountains



Aside (re Light and the Brain)



Aside (re Light and the Brain)



Aside (re Light and the Brain)



Aside (re Light and the Brain)



Aside (re Light and the Brain)



Aside (re Light and the Brain)





Wikipedia



What is a “wave”?

A traveling wave is a broad term, but in a general sense can 
be defined as occurring when a “condition of some kind is 
transmitted from one place to another by means of a 
medium, but the medium itself is not transported” 


